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PROCUREMENT
Understand demand. Control
inventory. Improve supply...
“Which purchase
orders are critical and
which ones can we
delay or cancel?”
“Is invalid or
incomplete master
data causing errors
and delays?”

“What capacity do we
need at our suppliers
moving forward?”

“Which invoices have
been created without
a purchase order?”

“Who are our
worst performing
suppliers (internal and
external)?”

“Can we reduce
inventory by returning
stock - without
impacting service?”

...release the potential of your
procurement team!
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EA4P2P:
RIGHT PRODUCTS.
RIGHT TIME.
RIGHT PRICE.

MANAGING SUPPLIERS CAN BE
A TOUGH BUSINESS.
Continually negotiating prices, constantly
dealing with delivery performance issues, being
criticized for holding too much of what you don’t
need - or not enough of what you do. Late orders,
quality issues, purchase price variances – all
these are things that procurement needs to
keep a handle on.
Imagine if you had the ability to truly understand what your
forthcoming procurement needs, based on your demand.
The ability to report on supplier performance – not just at a
holistic level, but right down at line item level. The ability to
know whether a purchase order is critical to customer service,
simply building stock or completely surplus to requirements –
just in a few clicks.
The ability to know whether buyers are following process,
whether suppliers are being paid on time, whether contracts
are being adhered to and whether goods are arriving when
they should.
Imagine your team having the capability to build a supplier
performance dashboard in mere minutes, with an overview of
their delivery reliability, purchase price variances, lead times
and number of quality defects - all on the same overview.
Imagine having the ability to effortlessly drilldown and identify
the root cause of any issues, highlight potential over or understocks and see the purchase orders causing this. Imagine
having the ability to see which sales orders will fail if that
component isn’t delivered on time.
Imagine no more. With Every Angle’s Procure-to-Pay
functionality this power is in the hands of your users.

www.everyangle.com/p2p

BENEFITS

EA4P2P: EVERY ANGLE FOR PROCURE-TO-PAY

Complete supplier performance analysis and measurement
the hands of your procurement team
Ability to report on expected supplier delivery reliability,
pricing, lead times and payment information
Contains unique fields such as ‘’execution status’ that shows
whether a purchase order is fully delivered or not – without
having to trace down the document flow to the schedule line
Provides new fields that highlight the root causes of
bottlenecks, critical orders, delays, shortages and master
and transactional data pollution – and why they exist
Contains hundreds of out-of-the-box analytics specifically
designed for the supply chain based on 20+ years of
experience

Allows users to include massive amounts of additional
information from the vendor and material master in
seconds, allowing users to analyse and report on process
conformance as well as performance
Control supplier service levels, payment discounts, process
adherence, price negotiations and manage payments – all
without IT assistance
Free stock that is being held by old or unneeded sales orders
– immediately improving service
Provide enhanced level of supply communication to internal
and external business partners, such as planning, suppliers
and finance

